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ABSTRACT

The search activity of EIA has some specific characteristics that make traditional Information Retrieval (IR) tools
unsuitable. First of all, EIA find difficult to express their
needs using traditional queries, as the vocabulary of sensitive pages quickly evolve. For instance, new drug names,
synonyms of the same molecule, often appear, and thus EIA
need to discover new sensitive pages to update their vocabulary. Then, sources containing sensitive content are usually
poorly indexed in traditional web search engines because of
their lack of popularity. Such information sources can also
be not indexed at all in order to stay unreachable by lambda
users or because search engines deprecate their content. Finally, EIA have to combine broad search and deep search
to explore sources on an identified relevant topic but also to
consider, and sometimes discover, new related topics.
In this article, we introduce an original approach of user
profile modelling to address the problem of sensitive need
representation for EIA. Instead of queries, we propose to
describe a user’s information needs with a double vector of
DBpedia resources [2] and keywords to cover respectively the
thematic and the specific aspects of her information need.
The user profile is constructed semi-automatically to avoid
EIA to use their own list of terms. To tackle the problem of poorly indexed web sites, we exploit our own focused
crawler called DOWSER (Discovery Of Web Sources Evaluating Relevance) [12] that integrates a new similarity measure to index pages regardless of their popularity.
Our approach provides the following main contributions:
(i) a semi-automatically constructed user profile based on
DBpedia concepts and keywords both used by DOWSER;
(ii) an approach for relevance calculation based on this profile; and (iii) an automatic ranking process to provide relevant sources of information to the user. In section 2, we
compare our approach to existing works. In section 3, the
user profile representation and our similarity measure are
described. A user experiment and the results obtained are
presented in section 4. Finally, we conclude by discussing
possible extensions in section 5.

The discovery of new sources of information on a given topic
is a prominent problem for Experts in Intelligence Analysis
(EIA) who cope with the search of pages on specific and
sensitive topics. Their information needs are difficult to express with queries and pages with sensitive content are difficult to find with traditional search engines as they are usually poorly indexed. We propose a double vector to model
EIA’s information needs, composed of DBpedia resources
[2] and keywords, both extracted from Web pages provided
by the user. We also introduce a new similarity measure
that is used in a Web source discovery system called DOWSER. DOWSER aims at providing users with new sources of
information related to their needs without considering the
popularity of a page. A series of experiments provides an
empirical evaluation of the whole system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval

1.

INTRODUCTION

The explosive growth of the Web has resulted in a huge
amount of information available on Internet. Finding relevant sources has become a complex task. Experts in Intelligence Analysis (EIA) often explore the Web to collect information on specific and sensitive topics such as Web sites selling illegal pharmaceutical products, Jihadist blogs, terrorist
forums and so on. Their information needs are therefore to
discover new information sources on search topics.
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2.

RELATED WORK

On the contrary, focused crawling [1, 3] aims to improve
directly the crawling phase by collecting only pages related
to the user needs. A focused crawling system exploits additional information to predict if the page is relevant. For
example, focused crawlers can reject pages [4] using anchor
text of source URL [5]. Figure 1 presents a crawler focusing
its exploration by collecting pages with the highest priority.

Most of the existing web search engines work on a set of
indexed pages collected by a crawler. Usually, documents
are indexed independently of any information needs and a
query is then used to retrieve pages of interest but search
engines rank them mostly according to their popularity and
not only depending on their suitability to user needs. Recent works propose two solution to overcome those problems:
personalized IR systems and focused crawling.

2.1

SET OF USER'S RELEVANT URLS (seeds)
EXTRACTED LINKS WITH PRIORITY

Personalized search systems

RANKED
QUEUE
OF
URLS

A personalized search is based on a user profile that encodes the information needs, exploited in a search engine.

2.1.1

Modelling the user profile

CRAWLER

The construction of a user profile can be explicit or implicit. An implicit approach aims to automatically capture
the user interests. The most widely used techniques consists in extracting information from the user’s search history [9, 19]. On the other hand, an explicit construction
of a user profile requires from the user to interact actively
with an adequate interface [20]. The user can communicate
her preferences and interests to the system, by providing a
set of relevant documents or by compiling questionnaires.
The weakness of this approach is that the user profile construction is based on her ability to express her information
needs.
The representations of a user profile are usually based on
vector models [21] or bag of weighted-keywords [18]. Nowadays, approaches also integrate external knowledge to improve the quality of the user profile representation. Using an
ontology, the representation of a user profile is more structured. An ontology formally represents knowledge as a set
of concepts to determine the search context and the user interests using predefined semantic resources (e.g., DBPedia1
[2]). These approaches can represent the user interests with
concepts automatically extracted from the user’s documents.

2.1.2

RELEVANCE

Figure 1: Focused crawler
According to the topical locality phenomenon [5], Web
pages connected together should concern similar topics. Focused crawlers are based on this phenomenon and crawl clusters of pages each time they find an interesting page. Therefore, the two famous algorithms PageRank [13] and HITS [8],
based on the structure of links, are really effective. They are
often used to assign a hypertextual-based rank to seeds2 .

2.3

Limits of existing systems for EIA

Finding sensitive and specific Web pages is a task that
needs some adjustments to existing approaches from IR. Personalized IR tools improve the representation of the user’s
information needs [11] but exploiting a user profile within a
search engine is unsuitable when the needed pages are unpopular or part of the Deep Web. A solution is to use a
personalized focused crawler, but contrary to Chakrabarti
et al. [3] and Bergmark et al. [1], the popularity of a page
should not be used to rank results.
Furthermore, using only keywords or only concepts to index pages [1, 15] may be a limitation if the content of needed
pages is too specific. We therefore propose to use both keywords to model accurately the user needs and concepts to
provide a wider and thematic coverage of the user needs.
Finally, existing works have to be adapted to a “morelike-this” approach in order to find unpopular Web pages
with specific content. This correspond more precisely to the
EIA’s task than defining precise requests.

Exploiting the user profile

3.

DISCOVERING UNPOPULAR SOURCES
WITH SENSITIVE CONTENT

The aim of our approach is to automatically discover relevant sources that match with a user’s information need and
that could not be easily found with classic search engines.
We propose a system that exploits a user profile composed
of a double vector to guide a focused crawler. A similarity measure is computed to assess the relevance of collected
pages according to the user profile.

Focused crawling

Traditional crawlers explore Web pages from a URL queue
and convert them into plain text to extract the contained
links. Those links are added to the URL queue in order to
crawl other Web pages. According to a set of acceptance
rules, collected Web pages are then indexed. Traditional
crawlers are based on graph algorithms, such as breadthfirst or depth-first traversal, to explore the Web.
1

PROCESSING

PROCESS
OF RELEVANCE
MEASURE

WEB
COLLECT
INDEXING

Several approaches have been proposed to exploit a user
profile into an IR system, before or after the search engine
process. Therefore, the set of approaches can be classified
into two main categories [11]: (a) The user profile is used
during a distinct re-ranking step to increase the precision of
the ordering process. (b) The representation of the information needs is affected by the user profile as user’s queries are
modified by adding or changing keywords.
These two approaches improve the efficiency of search engines via (a) personalized queries and/or (b) re-ranked results. However, personalized search engines work on a set of
Web pages indexed from the whole Web without considering
the user needs.

2.2

DOCUMENT
REPOSITORY

2

http://dbpedia.org/About
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List of URLs to visit

3.1

~C be the thematic representation of a user profile
Let P
composed of a vector of N concepts PC (i) having a weight
~ C be the concept vector
associated WP (i) . Similarly, let D
of the collected document D. Finally, let cat(c) be a function that returns the set of categories of a concept c (each
category i returned by this function is noted cati (c)). The
thematic similarity measure is computed as follows:

A user profile based on provided seeds

Providing a request to express a thematic information
need can be difficult for EIA. Usually, EIA already have
a limited set of URLs on a specific and sensitive topic and
need to find new relevant sources on the same topic. In our
approach, the user is therefore helped in the construction of
her profile by semi-automatically extracting relevant terms
from a set of Web pages she has provided.
To represent a user need of information as a vector of
terms, both keywords and concepts can be used. Concepts
have the advantage not only to disambiguate extracted information but also to offer the possible extension of a user’s
need using subsumption hierarchy. However, the extraction
of concepts is always limited to existing resources in a domain ontology and therefore important terms can be omitted
if only a conceptual approach is used. On the contrary, keywords can describe specific and precise information needs.
We therefore propose to use a bi-dimensional user profile,
composed of a double vector of instances of concept and of
keywords to offer a representation respectively thematic and
specific of the user need of information.
On term of thematic representation, we use the DBpedia Spotlight3 service to extract DBpedia Resources [2] for
each Web page provided by the user. A weighted-concept
vector is constructed by considering the frequency of occurrence of each DBpedia Resource in the set of pages [10]. To
construct the keyword representation, the system is based
on Apache Lucene4 to extract relevant keywords thanks to
the NP Chunker method [14]. The extracted keywords are
weighted according to the T F.IDF measure.
Our method of user profile construction is semi-automatic.
After a first step of automatic extraction of ten weighted
keywords and ten weighted instances of concepts, a manual
selection of terms is needed to validate the user’s interests.
These two vectors represent the user’s information needs
that are processed next by our similarity measure during
the discovery task of new relevant sources.

3.2

~C , D
~ C) =
SimC (P
~

|cat(DC (r))| |cat(PC (i))|

∗

4

X

X

j=1

k=1

Sim(catj (DC (r)), catk (PC (i)))

(1)

where:

Sim(catj (r), catk (PC (i)) =

1 if catj (r) = catk (PC (i))
0 otherwise

and therefore
~C , D
~ C ) ∈ Z, 0 6 SimC (P
~C , D
~ C) 6 1
SimC (P
Contrary to concepts, keywords are used to represent a
specific need of information with terms that can be missing
in a taxonomy of concepts. The cosine similarity is used on
the two vectors of keywords to compute the specific relevance
of a collected page:
~K , D
~ K ) = cos(P
~K , D
~ K ).
SimK (P
~K and D
~ K are respectively the keyword vector of
where P
the user profile P and the keyword vector of the collected
document D, with
~K , D
~ K ) ∈ Z, 0 6 SimK (P
~K , D
~ K) 6 1
SimK (P
After a normalization, a global measure of similarity between a user profile P and a document D is computed, based
on the combination of the thematic and keyword measures:

A Similarity measure combining thematic
and keywords aspects

~C , D
~ C ) + (1 − δ) ∗ SimK (P
~K , D
~ K)
Sim(P, D) = δ ∗ SimC (P

A focused crawler has to focus its collect on URLs linked
to pages of interest. The relevance of a collected page is assessed according to the user need using a similarity measure.
First of all, DBpedia Spotlight and the NP Chunker process
a collected page similarly than during the construction of
the user profile, in order to obtain a vector of weighted DBpedia Resources and a vector of weighted keywords representing the topics of the collected page. Then, the thematic
relevance of a page is calculated as the result of a similarity measure between the vector of concepts representing
the collected page and the vector of concepts from the user
profile (the thematic part). It is based on the approach of
Milne and Witten [22], modified by Saint Requier [17]: the
first category (i.e. the DBPedia hierarchy ranked by topic)
shared by two DBpedia Resources sets their semantic proximity. This measure is adequate to our problem because
categories can be exploited to have a thematic representation of the user needs. A more accurate measure between
concepts (e.g. [7, 16]) is not necessary since our goal is to
categorize and disambiguate the thematic need.
3

~

|DC | |PC |
X X
WPC (i)
1
∗
~
M
ax(|cat(D
C (r))|, |cat(PC (i))|)
|DC | r=1 i=1

with
Sim(P, D) ∈ Z, 0 6 Sim(P, D) 6 1
The δ value weights the importance given to the thematic
similarity compared to the keyword similarity.
This relevance also serves during the ranking process to
present ordered relevant sources to the user. Thereby, the
use of a search engine on the set of collected Web pages is
not necessary. On-topic pages are automatically provided
to the user according to their score of relevance without
considering their popularity.

3.3

Web source discovery process

The approach we presented includes the modelling of the
user profile and a similarity measure used to discover ontopic pages of interest, and to rank relevant collected pages.
The steps of the overall process of Web sources discovery
implemented in our system called DOWSER (Discovery Of
Web Sources Evaluating Relevance) are the following:
1) The user provides URLs of pages according to her needs.
2) DOWSER extracts a list of concepts and a list of keywords
from this set of pages to build a user profile.

http://spotlight.dbpedia.org/
http://lucene.apache.org/core/
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3) DOWSER adds and rank the URLs into the list of pages to
explore.
4) DOWSER collects the first page of the ranked list of pages.
5) The relevance of the collected page according to the user
profile is calculated.
6) Outgoing links are extracted.
7) DOWSER adds extracted links to the list of pages to explore
with a priority equals to the relevance of the collected page.
8) If the time allocated to the crawl is not over, the process
returns at step 4)
9) DOWSER ranks collected pages according to their relevance
and top ranked pages are presented to the user.

Relevant

Relevance

Quite relevant

Slightly relevant

Irrelevant
Concepts

The time limit at step 8) depends on the aim of the collecting task: in a monitoring system, the time limit of the
crawl can be disabled and an alert system replace the two
last steps of the process in order to provide relevant pages
to the user as soon as they have been collected.
The DOWSER prototype is composed of a modified version of the Heritrix crawler5 and the processing chain is
based on the open source WebLab platform [6].
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Figure 2: Relevance of the whole lists of extracted
concepts and keywords (according to the user)
Sheet1

Keywords

4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present three different experiments to
evaluate and optimize respectively the user profile construction, the similarity measure and the discovery process.

4.1

Concepts

User profile evaluation
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The first experiment was carried out with 20 experienced
users of search engines and IR tools.
To construct her profile, the user provides a set of relevant URLs to the system. The system collects the pages
and extracts the text from each page to construct a profile
composed of a vector of weighted DBPedia resources and a
vector of weighted keywords. A survey is then filled in by the
user to assess the relevance of each list of terms considered as
a whole. Then, to evaluate the quantity of interesting concepts or keywords automatically extracted, the users mark
the terms as needed, related or optional.
Through this experiment, the aim is to validate the two
following hypothesis: 1) whether the use of DBPedia resources (thematic) and keywords (specific) is complementary
to represent the user’s information needs, and 2) whether the
automatic extraction is sufficient or if a manual addition of
resources by the user is needed.
Results are presented in Figure 2. This result shows that
concepts have a better thematic coverage according to the
user interests. Concerning the selection of keywords and
concepts, the results are presented in Figure 3. The average
of selected keywords and concepts was almost the same: 39%
of the keywords against 36% of concepts. More globally, the
amount of selected needed and related keywords is higher
than the amount of selected needed and related concepts.
That illustrates how important is the precision, according
to the user, during the construction of her profile.
The extraction process of keywords depends on the documents themselves whereas the conceptual extraction is based
on a closed conceptual database which does not contain any
specific vocabulary. These results show that, in both cases,
the automatic construction cannot model the whole user’s
information needs. The selection of relevant and irrelevant
terms by the users validates the use of the semi-automatic
extraction method of terms to represent the user needs.

Evaluating the similarity measure of such a discovering
system over the whole Web is impossible since all the pages
relevant according to a user need are unknown. Thus, the
second experiment uses a closed corpus: the FIRE Collection 6 . This collection is composed of 15,000 documents and
provides questions with a known set of relevant answers from
Page 1
this corpus. We have selected 20
questions and for each only
5 relevant documents, among all the relevant ones, to construct the profile. In this experiment we assess the capability of the system to rank the remaining relevant documents.
This experiment is more similar to an IR task than to a DI
task since the discovery and exploration processes do not
have to be performed. Therefore, at each iteration, DOWSER provides the Top-10 pages according to the similarity
measure. These 10 pages are then removed from the remaining documents, for the next iterations.
Our similarity measure depends on three parameters: the
size of the keyword vector, the size of the concept vector and
finally the δ that enables to combine
keywords and concepts.
Page 1
Some empirical tests have been carried out to evaluate the
best size for each vector. Firstly, the same size for keyword
and concept vectors has been tested simultaneously in graduations of 10. Secondly the keyword vector size has been
fixed and the concept vector size was evolving in graduations of 5. And thirdly, the process has been reversed with
a fixed size for the concept vector. δ values were tested in

5

6

Percentage selected

Optional

Related

Needed

Figure 3: Relevance of extracted terms according to
the user feedback

4.2

https://webarchive.jira.com/wiki/display/Heritrix/Heritrix
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Similarity measure evaluation

http://www.isical.ac.in/∼fire/

graduations of 0.2 to optimize our similarity measure. The
F-Measure, based on the precision and the recall, enables us
to assess our three parameters.
Figure 4 outlines the variations of the F-Measure according to the size of the concept vector for a fixed size of the
keyword vector. We do not provide all the graphics of the experiments but the final results on the FIRE collection show
a best size of 5 for the concept vector and 60 for keywords.

the keyword-based crawler, and 83% of pages provided with
the concept-based crawler, were judged as pages of interest
by users according to their information needs. Only 25% of
the breadth-first pages were judged
interesting.
Sheet1
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Figure 6: Relevance of provided Web pages
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Itérations

Then, the ability of the DOWSER system to provide the
user with relevant Web pages that she cannot find easily
using a traditional search engine is evaluated. To this purpose, the user has provided a keyword query representing
her information needs, at the end of the construction of the
user profile. This query was used at the moment of the
collect process to retrieve the top 100 results from Google,
Yahoo! and Bing. The domain name of the set of Web pages
judged interesting by the user during the feedback task was
compared with the domain name of the Google, Yahoo! and
Bing top 100. Table 1 synthesises this comparison. 77.4% of
the pages provided by the concept-based crawler and 81.5%
of the pages provided by the keyword-based crawler had a
domain name not present in the Google top 100. Similar
results were obtained with Yahoo! and Bing.

Figure 4: Experiment on vector sizing
Figure 5 illustrates the variation of the F-Measure according to δ. This result shows that combining our two similarity measures into one provides better results than using only
the thematic one (δ = 1) or the specific one (δ = 0). According to this figure, the optimized value for δ is 0.6, which
means that weighting higher the keyword similarity measure
increases favourably the effectiveness of our system.
Couv-S5-R0
35
30
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δ 0.0
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δ 0.4
δ 0.5
δ 0.6
δ 0.8
δ 1.0
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not in the Yahoo top 100
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Table 1: Relevant sources collected with DOWSER
not present in the Top 100 of search engines

Itérations

Page 1

Page 1
In order to assess if the pages collected
by DOWSER are
more relevant than the top pages provided by classic search
engines, we finally directly compared the top 5 from DOWSER with the top 5 from Google. Therefore, we provide
the user with the list of DOWSER top 5 and Google top
5 pages. The user was asked to score these 10 mixed links
between 0 (irrelevant) and 10 (relevant). As presented in
Figure 7, the evaluation shows that the average score given
by the user to links collected by DOWSER is 6.0 and 4.6
for links from Google. This result is significant according a
95% confidence interval.
These results do not compare the efficiency of the DOWSER prototype with the efficiency of traditional web search
engines such as Google. However, they validate the discovery process and illustrate how DOWSER can be used
in addition or as an alternative to traditional tools, in order to find new relevant sources according to a user need.
The discovery process provides relevant sources regardless

Figure 5: F-Measure according to the δ values

4.3

Discovery process evaluation

The third experiment uses the same process than in section 4.1. Pages collected from the web by DOWSER are
presented to the user who evaluates their relevance. Three
types of collects are configured. The first one is a focused
crawling task using extracted keywords (δ = 1). The second one is a focused crawling task using extracted Concepts
(δ = 0). The last one is a traditional breadth-first crawl.
Each collected page is annotated with our above similarity measure. The most relevant collected pages from each
crawler are shuffled and presented to the user in order to get
a feedback: the user labels each presented page as relevant,
quite relevant, sightly relevant or irrelevant.
Figure 6 shows the result of this evaluation. Among the
top-ranked Web pages, 91% of pages provided to users with
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Figure 7: Average user score of the DOWSER and
Google Top 5 results

of the popularity of a page [13] which is useful to discover
mis-indexed or unpopular Web pages.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have described a problem faced every
day by EIA. Pages on sensitive and specific topics are poorly
indexed because of their unpopularity. Search queries and
traditional similarity measures do not enable them to find
these sources of interest. To tackle this issue, we introduce
a bidimensional user profile used by a similarity measure
into a focused crawler. The proposed user profile contains
a vector of DBPedia concepts and a vector of keywords in
order represent the user’s need of information both with a
thematic and an specific point of view. The similarity measure we introduce is a new relevance calculation based on
the bi-dimensional user profile, that leads the exploration of
a focused crawler. This approach has been validated within
the DOWSER prototype during three experiments. Evaluations show that even if our profile representation cannot
model the whole user’s information needs, it can be used
to assist the crawler in focusing its exploration on relevant
Web pages. The weight of the conceptual and terminological
parts of the similarity measure
has been determined during
Page 1
a second experiment as well as an optimization of the sizes
of the two vectors of the user profile. Finally, the discovery
process was evaluated and provided results show that our
approach can be an alternative to complete search tasks in
order to discover relevant pages poorly indexed.
However, when consulting the users of DOWSER, 65%
of them note that manually adding terms could improve
the representation of their needs. Beyond the construction
method, the tools used to extract terms (DBpediaSpotlight
[2], NP Chunker [14]) can also have an impact in presented
results. Then, the representation of the user needs is limited
to the pages provided by the user during the construction of
her profile. The next step will be to use relevance feedback
on discovered sources to improve the user profile modelling.
To conclude, some real experiments in context with EIA
have been carried out but unfortunately, due to the sensitivity of these experiments, results cannot be provided. Informal feedbacks allow to tell that DOWSER fits EIA needs,
giving some new interesting informations to EIA.

6.
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